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Abstract. In the repet山ve appioach to the theory of jet bundles there aie three
methods of repetition, which yield non-holonomic, semi-holonomic, and holonomic
jet bundles respectively　However the classical approach to ｈｏｌｏｎｏｍｌ(ヽJ(ヽtbundles
failed to be truly repetitive, 柘r It must resort to such ａ non-repetitive coordinate-
dependent construction as Taylor expansion　The principal objective ｍ this paper
IS to give ａpurely repet山ve definition of holonomicity by using microsquarcs (doｕ-
blc tangents), which spells the flatness of the Cartan connection on holoiiomic lnfi-
nite jet bundles without effort　The defiii由on applies not only to formal manifolds
but to microlinear spaces in general, enhancing the applicability of the theory of
jet bundles considerably　The definition IS shown to degenerate into the classical
one ｍ caseヽofformal manifolds
　Introduction
The flatness of the Cartan connection lies smack dab at the center of the theory of infinite
jet bundles and its comrade called the geometric theory of nonlinear partial differentialequa-
tions Indeed itIS the flatness of the Cartan connection that enables the de Rham complex to
decompose two-dimensionally into the variational bicomplcx, from which the algebraic topol-
ogy of nonlinear partial differential equations has emerged by means of spectral sequences
(ｃｆBocharov et al[1D， just as the algebraic topology of smooth manifolds IS centered on
the unique concept of de Rham complex
　　　Inour previous paper (Nishimura[14D we have approached the theory of infinite jet
bundles from ａ standpoint of synthetic differential geometry by regarding a 1-jet as ａ decom-
position of the tangent space to the space at the point at issue (cf Sauiiders [16, Theoiem
432]) and then looking on higher-order jets as repeated 1-iets ((ヽf Saundeis[16，§5 2 and
§5 3D As IS well known, three difFeient ways of repetition of 1-jets yield highei-oider let btin-
dies of threeヽdiffeient kinds, namely,ｎｏＴ卜ｈｏｌｏｎｏｍｉｃ，ｓｅｍｘ-ｈｏｌｏｎｏｍｉｃ　ａndｈｏｌｏＴｉｏｍｉＬones　In
Nishimura[14]we have happened to adopt the semi-holonomic version of infinite jet bundle
as our favoiite, but we have failed to distinguish It from the holonomic one
　　The principal objective in this paper IS to give ａ purely combinatorial definition of holo-
nomicity, which IS undoubtedly coordinate-free and applicable to miciolinear spaぼs in gcヽｎ-
eral　Once we have deciphered holonomicity from ａ synthetic coign of vantageヽand we have
switched from ｓeiTii-ｈｏｌｏｎｏＴｍｃ　lnfinite jet bundles to ｈｏｌｏｎｏｎｉｉｃonesけhe flatness of the Car-
tan connection IS easily seen to obtain as an immediate meed, just as ｍ the classie al case of
fiiiitc-dimensional manifolds　These matters belong ｍ the first section of t･his papc｢
　　If our new definition of holonoirucity claims to deserve its name, 1t should be shown
to degenerate into the classical coordinate one ｍ case of formal manifoldsけhereby tallying
with Kock's 囲synthetic paraphiase of the classical approach　This IS the topic of Section 4
S(ヽctions 2 and 3 are devoted to laconic reviews of formal manifolds and Kock's [6]synthetic
approach to jet bundles respectively
　　Our idea IS presented within our favorite framework of synthetic (liffcrpiitial geometry,
but apart from the notion of tangent vector being synthetic, the idea could so easily be
translated into classical analytical terms as to be applicable to much ａ wider context than
the classical theory of jet bundles was originally intended for, say, differential spaces　It IS
the high formality that endues our approach to jet bundles with much wider applicability
than such ａ foiiner generalization of the classical theory as Libermann's [１１１Baiiach-space-
modelled extension enjoys
　　Now we fix our notation and terminology　We denote by Ｒ t･he extended set of real
numbers with cornucopia of infinitesimals, which IS expected to satisfy the so-called general
Kock axiom (ｄ Ｌａｖｅｎｄｈｏｍｍｅ[10，§2 1D　An R-module IS called Eaiclidean(in　the　ｅ.ｘie.ｎｄｅＡ
sense) if It satisfies the general Kock axiom　Obviously Ｒ“ IS ａ Euclidean R-modulc　We
denote by ｐ the totality of elements of Ｒ whose squaies vanish　Given ｄ miciolmear space
ｊ７ and ｘ e M, we denote by T'^(M) the set of all mappings 7 fiom L戸to Ｍ， while we
denote by TI(A7)tllp set of all mappings 7 from £戸to M with 7(O。0)＝Ｘ　Ａ mapping
７r　E ^ M of microlinear spaces IS called a bｕｎｄｌｅｏtjeｒ M, in which £1s called the tｏtal
space of ７r，M IS called the 飽託space of ７r，andＥｘ＝7r－1(ｒ)ls called the　fibeｒ OVCl J GM
Given ｘＥ私ｗｅ denote by ｖl(7r)the subset of TI(柏ｃｏｎslstｍｇ of ａ１１７ ＥＴＩ(£)sｕch
that 7r o 7(^1,　，cl．)＝7r(ｘ)lor a11 (ｄv。ｄｎ)Ｇ Ｄ７１　Given two bundles 7r　E ^ M and
ｙ　Ｅ’一今M
over the same microlinear space M , a mapping∫　£うE' IS Sciid to ｂｅθﾌﾉｃ『
訂1f it induces the identity mapping of Ｍ In this case / is called ａ　ｍｏＴｐｌｕｓm of bｕndleｓ
ｏｖｅｒM fｒｏｍπtｏ　ｔｔ’
1. Nishimura's synthetic approach revisited
Ｌ吠7で　Ｅ→A7 and ｙ Ｅ’うMb(ヽbundles over the same microlinear bpa(しe j7， whic h shall
be fixed throughout this section Ａ ･ｎＴｐ.ｒ.ｏＴｉ.Ｔｉｐｒ.tｉ.ｏＴｉ,ｏｖｅｒ　Ihe bundleπ　Ｅ→Ｍ　ａtｘＥ£lｓ ａ







We note ｍ passing that condition (12) implies that ∇ｘ IS linear by dint of Pioposition 10
０f Lavendhomme[10，§12]We denote by Ji(7r) the totality of preconnections ∇X over the
bundle n　Ｅ→A/ at X e £; We denote by Ji(7r) the set-theoretic union of 3l{n)'s for all
1，（ニE The canonical projection ＪＩ(7r)→£ls denoted by 7ri,o with TTl ニ7r o TTiO
　　Le日be ａ morphism of bundles over M from ７rto it' over the same base space Ｍ We
say that a preconnection ▽ｘ ovei 7r at ａ point ｘ of Ｅ　IS　f一ｒｅｌａtedｏａ prccormection ∇y over
がat ａ point ｙ = /(x) of E' {in the ｓｅｎｓｅｏ∫Ｎｉｓｈｉｍｕｒａ)provided that




Theorem 1.1. (cf Saunders[16， Theorem 4 3 2D　Giｖｅｎ　ｃリ］ｒｅしｏｎｎｅｃtioｕ∇ｘｏｖｅｒ the bｕｎ-
ｄｉｅ　７で　Ｅ→Ｍ ａt　ａ ｐｏｉｎtｘ ｏｌ Ｅ， the ｓｅt Ｈ・㈹▽Jニ{∇・(りけＥＴ‰)(訂)}xｓ ａｎ
Ｒ一ｓｕbmodiile of the "Ｒ-ｍｏｄｕleTUE), and tｈｅＲ-ＴＴｉｏｄｔileTHE) ＩＳ　the　diｒｅｃt ｓｕｍ ｏｆＲ一
ｓiibmodtileｓＨ。(７ｒ,∇い（ｍｄｖ1(7r)がT1(£)Ｃｏｎｖｅｒｓeloj，　ｑｗｅｎ　ａｎＲ,-ｓｕbmodｕｌｅ Ｈ ｏｆＴ１(£)
with Tl{E)ニフ/ R VI{t^), there exists ａ unique precθnnection▽ｘ皿tｈHx(7r,∇ｘ)＝μ
ｐｒｏｍｄｅｄthat theｒｅ ｅｘiｓtｓ　（リjｒｅｃｏｎｎｅｃtｉｏｎｏｖｅｒ　ＩＴ　ａtｘ ａt　all
In short, providing that there exists a precoimcction over 7r at ｘ at all, the assignment
∇
X
M- Hx(7r,∇x) gives a bijective correspondence between preconnections ovei 7r at ｘ and
R-submodules of TUE) complementary to ｖ1(7r)
ＰｒｏｏｆEssentially the same as ｍ the proof of Theorem 2 1 of Nishimura [13]　　　　　　□
Vectors ｍ Hx(7r,▽ｘ)ln the above theorem are called ｈｏｒｉｚｏｎtａｌThe canonical projections of
T1(£)ｍtｏ ＨＸ(7r,▽x) and VUtt) with respect to the ｄｅｃｏｍｐｏs山on Ｔ１(£)＝ＨＸ(7r,∇ｘ)田
V1(7r)ｍ the above theorem are denoted respectively by /z▽。and ﾌﾉ▽。Note that /l▽。(り゜
∇。{it o t) for any t e tUe)
　　The above theorem has its counterpart for morphisms of bundles over M
Theorem 1.2. Ｌｅt　f　be　ａ　ｍｏｒｐｈｉｓＴｎｏｆｂｕndleｓ f7ヽｏｍ７で　ＥうＭ　tｏ　ｉr' Ｅ’うＭ ｏｖｅｒＭ A
preconnection▽ｘＯＤＰ.ｒπａt ｘ ｅ Ｅ ＩＳｆ-ｒｅｌａted tｏ（１ｐｒｅｃｏｎｎｅｃtｉｏｎ∇ｙｏｖｅｒ　ｔt'　ａt.ｙ ＝∫(ｘ)汲
た▽。(∫ot) =∫ohvAt)foｒ　ａｎ!J t ｅＴ１(£)・ｏｒ ｅｑｕｉｖａｌｅｎtl!J・咀１匈ｙ(∫ot) =∫ｏ即誼)foｒ　ａｎ!J
t e THE)，　ｏｒ ｅqｕiｖａｌｅｎtlｙ　ａｇａｉｎ，　iffthe ｄｉｆｆｅｒｅｎtｉａｌ　of　fatｘｏｒｅｓｅｒｖｅｓ hoｒiｚｏｎtal ｕｅｃtｏｒｓ
ＰｒｏｏｆSee the proof of Proposition 1 2 of Nishimura [14]　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　□
By convention we let J°(7r)二jo(7r)二Jo(7r)二E with TTo 0二分o,o二7ro,o二id-Ｅ and
～
TTn 二7rO‾‾7rO‾7「 We let jl(7r)二j1(7r)゜J^{7r) with TTifi二i'1,0二7r1,0 and 分1二分1二TTi
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Now we arc going to define ｊ吋1(7r)，j吋1(7r)and 3''+＼n) togethei with mappings nk十1,た
jん＋1(tt)うjん(7r)，八＋１ ．
ｙ＋1(7r)升jん(tt)




These are intended for noii-holonomic, semi-holonomic and holonomic jet bundles ｍ
We let 尨＋1二尨ｏ尨十l.A: , TTfc＋1二ねｏね十It and -Kk＋1= 7rfcO7rん十1,ん　Fustwe deal
with j&＋1(7r),which IS defined to be J1(元k) with TTん十μ二(尨)1,０
　　Next we deal with jA;＋1(7r),which IS defined to be the subspace of J1(ね) consisting of
▽ｘ'swith ｘ ゛ﾆ∇ｙEjた(7r)abldmg by the following condition
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　▽ｘIS 弁μ－1-rｅｌａtedto ∇ｙ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(14)
Finally we deal with J吋1(利，ｗhlch IS defined to be the subspace of J1(7rん)consisting of∇ｘ's
with ｘニ∇ｙＥＪだ(7r) abiding by the 1０11０wingconditions
1)▽X IS 7i"fc,fc-i-ielated to ▽ｙ









Now we define the infinite jet bundles J^(7r), J°°(7r)and J°°(7r)of the bundle 7r　召当訂







Thoiefore ａ point ｘ of J()ｏ(汀)lsrepresented by ａ sequence {xji≧んwith 七Ｇ ｌｋ(7r)dnd
7r7十1,1(ｘz＋1)゛ｘz　We define ａ mapping TToc⊃,71　J°°(7r)-> J"(7r) to be 7‰バ{ｘ小≧た}ニ
7rm,n(Xm) for some ７７１≧inaxjA;,n} This defin山on IS suiely independent of our choice of ｍ，
and so IS well defined We define ａ mapping ７r(ｘ)J(｀)(7r)冊封to be 7r(ｘ)({ｘ幽≧だ}゜7rん(ｘた)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　〃　　　　　　　AThese remarks and definitions apply to J~(7r) and J°°(7r)with due but obvious modifications
　　We conclude this section by remarking that the assumption lJ゛川of our pievious papoi
(Nishimura[14D IS redundant, so long as we turn our att(3ntion from the serni-holonomic
infinite jet bundle J~(7r) to the holonomic infinite jet bundle J-(7r)
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　　Now we are going to define a connection on the bundle 7r。。　J°°(7r)→j/ to be called
the Caj tan connection and to be denoted by ∇(｀)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　▽(勺,ｘ)(d)＝{▽に1(z)(d)},≧1　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(19)
for any t T]^。(ｊ)(訂)･any d£ D and any X = Ixjj≧だニ{∇に1}z≧白玉J()ｏ(7r)
　　The existence of the Cartan connection ∇(゛on J°°(7r) makes the infinite let bundle J-(7r)
piodigiously predominant over higher-order jet bundles J*(7r)'s ｍ theory and applications
The proof of the following theorem IS simple, but we could not exaggerate Its importance ｍ
the theory of infinite jet bundles
Theorem 1.3. Ｆｏｒ　ａｎ!ｊ　ｍｉｃｒｏｓｑｕａｒｅ　’ｖｏｎ Ｍ， （ｍ!J di,ｄｏ　ｅ Ｄ ａｎｄ　ａｎ!y X e J°°(7r) with
TToc:)(ｘ)＝7(0,0)バＤｅ ｈａ'ｕｅ
　　　▽(゛(ツ(，ｄ２１),∇刎７(0，),ｘ)(d2))(d1)＝∇(｀)(7(d1，),∇(｀)(7(，0),ｘ)(dl))(d2)　　(HO)












Therefore It follows from (1 5), (1 11) and (1 12) that (1 10) obtains　　　　　　　　　　　　□
All the results and their gimmicks of our previous paper (Nishimurd[14D peisist through
their holonomicization, except that the assumption [J°oII]IS now seen to be redundant
2. Formal manifolds
We denote by D(n)k the set
　　　　　　{(（（　　、ｄ゛)ＥＲリany product ofん＋1 or more of the d"s IS 0}
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TriviallyD(n)k⊂D{n)k+i　We denote by D{n)oo the set-theore^ticunion of a11D{n)ん's　It
IS easy t･ｏsee that











with an infinitesimal space Ｋ and the canonical injection ｙ 万ｘ there IS ａiinKiuc diagonal
fill-in7ぐ->Y
　　Ａ space 訂ls called ａ　foｒｍａｌ　ｎ-dlm(ヽnsionalｍ四面Id if for each ｘ e M therfヽexists
ail etale subspace ｏｆ訂(ｏｎねlining ｘ and lsomoiphic to D{n)。o, which IS usually denoted
schematically by ｘ十D{n)oo and IS called the oo-rnonad around ｘ　Intuitively speaking, ａ
foinial 7i-dimensional manifold is a space which IS of n-dimensioiial coordinates lnfinitcsimally
We will oftfヽｎidentify ａ point ｏ?Ｍ　and its coordinates　In paiticiilar,It lb not difficultto
see that ｘ十£)(n)k IS independent of our choice of an infinitesimal coordinate systcヽｍand IS
called the ん一ｍｏｎａｄaiound ｘ
　　Ａｆｏｒmal bｕndle　＼sa mapping 7r of ａ formal (n十m)-dimensional manifold E into ａ
formal n-dimcnsional manifold Ｍ　ｓuch that foi any ｘ e E there fヽxistan etale subspace of
E lsomorphic to ｐ(ｎ十m)oo = -D(n)oo×£)(ｍ)(ｘバmd containing ｘ and an etale subspace
of M lsomorphic to D{n)oo and containing 7r(x) such that the rostriction of 7r to tlie above
etale siibbpace ofEis represented by the canonical projection D{n十ｍ桜うＤ(司。。 mapping
(拡が)tｏ(ｙ)(1≦z≦ｎ，1≦ｐ≦㈲，ｍ which the formal bundle 7rIS said to be ｏ{ｄｉｍｅｎｓｉｏｎ
(Tl.ＴＵ)ｌｎother words the mapping 7r　万万訂ls ａ formal bundles iffIt IS infiTｗtｅｓiTnall'ｕ
t.Ti.i)i,ａｈｚａｂｌｅ
　　Now we choose formal (n,m)-dim(ヽnsional bundles 7r　E -^ M and
ｙ　Ｅ’当Ｍ once
and for all
3. Kock's synthetic approach summarized
Kock's synthetic approach to jet bundles IS based on the following funddmental theorem ([４
Theorem ４ ３Ｄ






fｏｒ　ａｎ!J(尚 dn) e D{n)k,?lere Ｄ，ｄｅｎｏtｅｓ th(は一til,　diｒｅｃtｉｏｎａｌｄｅｒi'ｕａti'ｕｅ
(3 1)
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This theoiem has justified Kock [6]to define an たりet of IT at a £ M, using an infinitesimal
coordinate, as ａ mapping ７　ａ十£Kn)kうE such that 7r ｏ ７ １s the identity mapping We
denote by ごμ(7r)the totality of A;-iets of 7r　Since ｐ(司だ⊂L>{n)fc+i, there IS ａ canonical
projection Ｊ吋1(7r)→J*(7r), which we denote by ち士1,１　We denote by 膏んtlie canonical
mapping Ｊμ(7r)→M It IS easy to see that
Proposition 3.２.　.７^(tt)IS　ａ foｒｍａｌ ｍａｍｆｏｌｄｏｆｄｉｍｅｎｓｉｏｎ十ｍ(に)，ａｎｄｉｒｕ　こrｋ(7r)－りf
ｔｓ　ａfoｒmal bｕｎｄｌｅｏｆｄｉｖｆｉｅｎｓｉｏｎ　(ｎ，ｍ(に゛))
Given ａ morphism ∫of bundles over M from ７r to
ｙ，
we say that ａ ん-jet ７ of TT at a G M IS
f-ｒｅｌａted tｏ ａ A;-jet 7' of 7r' at ａ (in the ｓｅｎｓｅｏｆ Ｋｏｃｋ) provided that 7' = 7r o 7
4. The equivalence of the two approaches
The principal objective of this section IS to giveａ classicalcoordinate descilption of J'^fTr)after
t･he manner of Saundcrs [16, diaper 5], thereby establishing the equivalence between Kock's
[6]and our synthetic approaches to jet bundles within the framework of formal bundles　Let
us begin with 1-jets　We are going to define an ｌsｏｎｌｏrphlsｍ勉　JI(7r)ぺJI㈲　Let
7EJI(7r)，sｏ that It IS defined on (Ｊz)十D{n),　We have to define ａ 1-precoiinection ▽ｘ
over the bundle 7r at ｘ ＝７((?))，ｗhlchｗｅ intend ｆｏr勉(７)Ｌｅ□ＥＴレ(訂)･so that It IS
of the foim
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｄＥルう(杓十d(妁，　　　　　　　　　　　(4 1)
where (が)eR" Since d(が)Ｇ Ｄ(n)i, we can define ∇Jt) to be ｄＥｐ叫７((が)十d{a')) It
IS not difficultto see that the mapping∇ＸＺＥＴy)(訂)→▽x(i) ISindeed ａ1-preconnection
over 7r at ｘ，so that we have ａ mapping ｀吋　J1(7r)冊J1(7r)ｗlthΨ1(７)＝▽。It IS not
difficult to see that
Theorem ４.1.J1(7r)皿dJ1(7r)ｃａｎ　ｎａtｕｒall!Ｊｂｅｉｄｅｎtｉｊｉｅｄｕｎｄｅｒ　＾＼
In particular, given ｘ ＝(?,♂)∈E and▽ｘEJI(7r)けhere exist unique <'sofR(l≦z≦ｎ，
1≦ｐ≦m) such that ∇ｘ(0 1s of the form
　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｄＥｐド(?十面≒♂十dΣy＝1?ぢ)　　　　　　　　　　(4 2)
for any ＺＥＴとが)(M) of the form (4 1) This gives ａcoordinate desciiption (ヱ≒♂･≪)of∇ｘ，
which we will usually identify with ▽X Itself
　　It IS easy to see that
Proposition 4.2. Ｌｅt J be （１ ｍｏＴｐｈｉｓm oj bｕndleｓ　ｏｔjeｒ M fｒｏｍ　ＴＴ　Ｅ一-> M tθtt' £'->
Ｍ Ｌｅt(杓∈訂むりe JUtt) andi £、ＪＩ(ぐ)ijｕｘth J(７(?))＝ブ((?))Ｌｅt▽。＝勉(7)
（ｍｄ∇ｙ二｀p1･(ヅ)、切heｒｅ ｘ 二７((が))(ｍｄｙ＝ブ((が))ＴｈｅｒにＶ　IS 　f-ｒｅｌａtｅｄtｏ ⌒y’ｍ tfie f＞ｅｎｓｅ
ｏｆＫｏｃｋ 咀▽ｘ 1ｓ f-Ｔｅｌａted tｏ▽y m the ｓｅｎｓｅｏｆＮxｓhimｕＴヽａ
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　　　Now we will deal with 2-jets　LetＪＥＴし)(訂)be of the form (4 1)　Let∇ｘニ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　～(ｔ≒?１吠ｊｌ≒吠､Ｊ)EJ2(7r)ニJ1(7r1)ａｎｄ▽ｙニ(エ≒１１ｐ 、吠)EJI(7r)ｗlth ｘ ニ(Ｔ≒♂･回)
and ｙ ° (ぶ≒♂)、so that ∇ｙ(01ｓ of the form (4 2) while∇ｘ(0 1s of the form
　　　　　　　　　dG Ｄ卜分(？十面≒♂十dΣ7 = 1" "j' "i十dΣｙl心気)
for which we have
Proposition 4.3. (拡が,可,吠,゛心)Ej2(蛸咀哨＝焉知ｄ□
1≦z≦7?




for all(a1。♂)ER71 and alld e D, which IS tantamount to saying that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　鴫＝岬







Thus the coordinate (エ≒♂ｊ)Ｅｊ２ can be simplifiedto (Ｔ≒?岬ｌy哨、Ｊ)7so that wo
have
Corollary 4.4. j2(7r)ＩＳ　ａ ｆｏｒｍａｌ　ｍａｍｆｏｌｄ、ａｎｄ７１０　３２(7r)→Ｍ　xｓ　ａ ｆｏｒmal bundle
Now we take ａ step forward
Proposition 4.5. £ｄ(■≒ｕｌへｐｊtｌ:，Ｊ)Ej2(7r)Ｔｈｅｎ(ｌ≒１１ｐ√ｐ 　ｐ)EJ2(7r)吸≪J二ぢ,z
foｒ all 1≦ｐ≦m and all 1≦1,1　＜　n















On the other hand we have
　　　　　　▽，。(７(o，))(d2)＝(ｙ十ｄ２ｂ≒♂十d2Σ7=＝タ喘)
　　　　　　∇x.(7(0,･))(d2)＝(Ｊ'十ｄ２ｂ≒♂十d2Σy＝タ哨べ十d2Σｙl凶ら)























Corollary 4.6. J2(7r)ａｓ　ａJoｒｍａｌＴｎａｎｉｆｏｌｄｆ ｉｍｅｎｓｉｏｎｎ十ｍ(に2)、回心r2　J2(7r)ぅ訂
ＩＳ　ａfoｒmal bｕndle　of　ｄｉｍｅｎ８1０ｎ叫、ｍ(け2))
With due regard to Proposition 4 5 we have
Theorem 4.7. J2(7r)ａ?J2(7r)ｃ(ｍ ｎａtｕｒall!Jbe identボｄ
The explicit construction of thelsｏｎｌｏrphlsｍ剌　ｊ'2(7r)宍J2(7r)ｇｏｅs as follows　Let
７ＥＪ２(7r)，sｏ that It IS defined on (?)十D(n)2 We have to define ａ precouncttion ▽ｘover
t･he bundle 7r1　J1(7r)升Af at ｘ ニΨ1(引(?)十D{n)i))･which we intend ｆｏr剌(７)Ｌｅｔ ＺＥ
Ｔこい(M), so that ItIS of the form ｄＥｐ→(?)十d(a'), where (a') G R" Since d{a') D{n)iしり
and D{n)i十Ｄ(ｎ)1⊂D{n)2, we can define ▽ｘ(otｏ be ｄＥ£ｈ“-りJ'l(7|(x.)+d(a')十ｐ(ｎ)1)ltIS
not difficultto see that the mapping▽ｘ　zＥＴ６;')(jf)→▽x(≪) IS indeed ａ 1-preconncction
over TTlat ｘ，so that we have the desired isomorphism ΨI　J2(7r)冊J2(7r)ｗlthll(７)＝▽ｘ
　　The above argument leading to Theorem ４７ can easily be generalized so as to yield
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Theorem 4.8. J'^in) and 3''(tt) can ｎａｉｕｉall!Jb(パｄｅｎｈｆｉｅｄｆｏＴ（ｍ!ＪｕａtｕＴｄ ｕiimbeT k
Corollary 4.9. J'^(7r) IS a ｆｏｒｍａｌ　ｍａｎホ）tｄｏｆdimeribion ｎ十ｍ(2十£)バｍｄ.　ＴＴｉ　J'^(7r)-> M
％ｓａ ｆｏｒmal bｕｎｄｌｅｏｆｄｉｍｅｎｓｉｏｎ(n,m(に))
Th(ヽ1sｏｍｏrphlsｍ｀吋frｏｍごμ(めtoJだ(70 1s explicitly constructed
have already constructed qj　ｙl(7r)当JI(刈ａｎｄ巾j　ｙ2(刈冊
by induction on ｋ　We
J2㈹Ｎｏｗｗeprｏｃｅｅｄ
７'ん十冒｡八　　、１Å;＋1にいｎヽｎｎｃ
inductively The explicit construction of the isomorphism 重訂Ｉ　ＪＨ-1(7r)丹丿吋1(7r)ｇｏｅs
as follows　Let ７ ∈ごμ＋1(刈、so that It IS defined on (?)十D{n),＋1　Wo have to dehncヽ
ｄ prcconnection ▽ｘ over the bundle T^k　J'=(7r) -> M at ｘ 二｀吋(71(0-')十D(n)J,which we
intend for x吋＋1(7) Let ｌＥＴﾚ)(訂)ｯsｏ that it IS of the form ｄＥＤ叫(ｊ)十d(?)'
where {a') e R"　Since d(?)Ｇ Ｄ(71)１and Din)i十D{n)k⊂D(n)k+i, we can define
∇Jt) to ho d e D→｀吋ij＼{x')+d(a')十O(n)J　ItIS not difficulto see that the mapping
▽ｘ　t Ti
)(M)→∇ｘ(O IS indeed
a preconnection ovei　7rfcat X, so that we have the
d(ヽslredlsｏｎｌｏrphlsｍ勉‾l‾1　J吋1(7r)升J゛＋1(7r)ｗlthφ吋1(７)＝∇。
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